M-class hypertrophic cardiomyopathy cardiac actin mutations increase calcium sensitivity of regulated thin filaments.
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy is a commonly occurring cardiovascular disease resulting primarily from changes in proteins participating in muscle contraction in the heart, including the cardiac actin protein. Changes in cardiac actin located exclusively in the myosin binding site are called M-class variants and include the H88Y, R95C, and E99K substitutions and F90Δ deletion. The prevailing hypothesis for these mutations is that hypertrophic cardiomyopathy is the result of increased calcium sensitivity of contraction in the myocardium. To test this hypothesis, we studied the activity of myosin at varying calcium concentrations in the presence of regulated thin filaments containing M-class cardiac actin variants. We found that all M-class cardiac actin variants exhibit increased calcium sensitivity, with the R95C variant also displaying significant decreases in maximal myosin activity. This work represents the first characterization of all M-class variant proteins and suggests that drugs targeting contraction specifically to treat hypertrophic cardiomyopathy must consider the impact on both calcium sensitivity and maximal myosin activity on overall heart health.